Study Tools & Technology

Presented by Information Commons
Quizlet is an interactive flashcard program. You can create your own cards or look for some in their large database.
You can just flip them like normal flashcards, take tests, or play games to learn.
Study on the go!
StudyBlue.com

A flashcard website similar to Quizlet
Distinguish between determinate and indeterminate growth. Give an example of each type of growth.

Determinate growth stops growing at some point during life (flowers, leaves).
Indeterminate grows throughout its life (trees).

Make a quiz out of your flashcards!

Study Blue makes a quiz the way you want it: number of questions, multiple choice, true/false, fill in the blank—your choice!
Study Blue app provides statistical feedback on your progress. With the use of Study Filters you can focus easily on trouble spots and important areas of study for extra practice.
Students can record audio, take text or video notes, and create images of slides or handouts.
Create notifications so you never miss an assignment!
Benefits and Uses of SimplyNoise:

- Sleep Aid
- Block Distractions
- Increase Focus
- Enhance Privacy
- Soothe Migraines
- Stress Relief

SimplyNoise.com
Find a study playlist to help create a less distracting study environment.
Block distracting websites for as long as you’d like & no way to shut it off!
Windows equivalent to Self-Control
Need Help?

- **Visit Information Commons**
  - CAT Hours
    - (JH037, JH048)
    - M–Th 9am–9pm
    - F 9am–5pm
  - Library Hours:
    - M–Th 9am–10pm
    - F 9am–5pm
    - Sun 5pm–10pm

- or schedule an appointment:

http://infocommons.appointy.com/